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age-defying colour care™

BRIGHTER LONGER LASTING COLOUR™

ESSENTIAL

HYDRATION
HYDRATING SHAMPOO
Nourish and hydrate your hair while
locking in vibrant colour! This advanced
technology shampoo with rich moisturizers
and fortifying proteins gently cleanses hair
with no stripping sulfates or salts and no
parabens. Brightens colour and leaves hair
silky and manageable with youthful vitality.
HYDRATING CONDITIONER
This unique lipid-rich formula provides five
levels of conditioning to revitalize dry, dull,
colour treated hair. Potent nano-peptides
repair damage, strengthen the fiber and
protect the cuticle. Makes hair silky and
supple with vibrant resiliency.

HIGH

VOLUME
HIGH VOLUME SHAMPOO
Maximize volume while locking in vibrant
colour! This advanced technology formula
with bodifiers and fortifying proteins
gently cleanses hair with no stripping
sulfates or salts and no parabens.
Brightens colour and leaves hair full of
healthy body and youthful resiliency.
HIGH VOLUME CONDITIONER
Pump up thickness and volume instantly!
This lightweight body-building conditioner
with fortifying proteins deeply strengthens
fine, limp hair and intensifies colour
radiance. Makes hair look thicker and
fuller with silky texture and healthy,
youthful vitality.

POWER

STYLING
HIGH VOLUME ROOT LIFT
This fast-drying styling spray strengthens
the hair fiber for much fuller, thicker looking
hair with tons of body. Built in colour
protection shields from styling stress.
SHINE DEFINE SCULPTING LOTION
Shape, sculpt or boost volume as you
protect your colour! This light lotion adds
‘slip’ for easy styling and prevents fading
with an invisible anti-UV shield. Leaves hair
shiny and radiantly healthy.
SUPER CHARGED FIRM FINISH SPRAY
Control your style, protect your colour and
intensify shine! This firm-hold finishing spray
defies humidity to hold your style and combs
out cleanly for easy re-styling. Leaves hair
smooth, touchable, and radiantly healthy.

Experience! The NEW GENERATION
of ANTI-AGING colour care
Pharmagel Advanced Research introduces
the most exciting anti-aging nano-pentapeptide
complex ever used in colour care.
This exclusive clinically proven complex works as remarkably
with aging, colour treated hair as it does with aging skin.

EXCLUSIVE
NANO-PENTAPEPTIDE
TECHNOLOGY
RECONSTRUCTS HAIR
WITH OPTIMIZED
PENETRATION OF
MICRO-PROTEINS
AT THE FOLLICLE

Five potent anti-aging peptides powerfully reconstruct lifeless,
colour treated hair while stimulating collagen and fibronectin
renewal for healthier, stronger, younger looking hair and colour
that is more intensely radiant and alive than ever before.
Nano-Fade Defense™ ensures unsurpassed fade protection
with full UVA/UVB blockers and super-potent antioxidants that
visibly extend your colour life.
Your hair will look brilliantly shiny, feel lusciously silky and be
amazingly responsive.

LEVEL.
COLLAGEN AND

Experience the LUMENÈSSE® difference

FIBRONECTIN
RENEWAL ENSURES
HEALTHIER

YOUNGER
MORE RADIANT
LOOKING HAIR

HAIR GROWTH.

Fresh
salon colour

5 weeks with
LUMENÈSSE®

5 weeks with
other colour care

BRIGHTER LONGER LASTING COLOUR ™

For the brightest, longest lasting colour
and radiantly healthy hair, there is only one choice...

BRIGHTER LONGER LASTING COLOUR
COLOU ™
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age-defying colour care™
■

■

Exclusive nano-pentapeptides for ‘5 POWER‘ STRENGTHENING,
repair, and protection
NANO FADE DEFENSE™ with full spectrum UV blockers ensures
unsurpassed fade protection and longest colour life

■

Super charged natural ANTIOXIDANTS and VITAMINS nourish hair

■

CERTIFIED ORGANIC BOTANICALS give brilliant shine

■

No harsh sulfates or salts that can strip colour

■

Pleasurable THERA-SENSORY AROMAS

■

No carcinogenic parabens or DEA

■

Pure eco-compliant ingredients

■

No animal ingredients and no animal testing

Researched, tested, and used by professional chemists and cosmetologists.
Developed by Pharmagel Advanced Research exclusively for Professional Salons and Spas
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